YEAR 11 HISTORY
COURSE INFORMATION
Year 11 History focuses on some major 20th Century events in both New Zealand and the world. It is a
'stand alone' course which introduces students to a wide range of skills, including research and writing
skills which are relevant to employment and to future courses of study at school and beyond.
COURSE OVERVIEW
During the year, we study 3 topics:

Black Civil Rights in The USA 1954 - 1970





New Zealand conflict, protest and change




Gallipoli





The position of blacks in USA society in the
mid-1950s and moves for change
How they attempted change this position in
the 1950s and 1960s
What social justice actions took place in the
fight for Black civil rights

Why and how New Zealand expressed
opposition to the Vietnam War, Nuclear
Issues, Springbok Tours.
Bastion Point and the Maori Land March.
Raglan Golf Course Protests

What were the causes and consequences
of the Gallipoli campaign
What were the different perspectives of
those who fought against each other
What was the significance of the campaign
at the time and why is it still important in
New Zealand society today

The topics will introduce you to important leaders and political, social and economic trends in New
Zealand and the wider world in the 20th century.

Assessment: NCEA - the National Certificate of Educational Achievement.
This qualification is designed to give students credit where they can demonstrate specific skills. In this subject, the skills will
be History-related, such as research and essay writing. There are six achievement standards for History. Each is worth 4
credits in value, a total of 24 credits. Four of these achievement standards will be assessed during the year by your teacher
(internal assessment) and the remaining two will be assessed in a national examination (external assessment). There will also
be one Unit Standard worth five credits.

Internal Assessment:

1.1

Carry out an investigation of an historical event, or
place, of significance to New Zealanders

4 credits AS 901001

1.2

Demonstrate understanding of an historical event, or
place, of significance to New Zealanders

4 credits AS 901002

Demonstrate understanding of different perspectives
of people in an historical event significant to New
Zealand

4 credits AS901004

1.4

1.5

4 credits AS91043
Describe a social justice and human rights action
5 credits US17162
Carry out an investigation into an aspect of Pacific
indigenous culture

External Assessment

4 Credits AS901003

1.3

Interpret sources of an historical event of significance
to New Zealanders

1.5

Describe the causes and consequences of an historical
event how a significant historical event affected New
Zealand society
Total:

4 credits AS 901005

29 credits

There will also be one school exam, topic tests and other homework tasks. These activities do not count towards internal
assessment.

